Classification of unilateral vocal fold paralysis by endoscopic digital high-speed recordings and inversion of a biomechanical model.
Hoarseness in unilateral vocal fold paralysis is mainly due to irregular vocal fold vibrations caused by asymmetries within the larynx physiology. By means of a digital high-speed camera vocal fold oscillations can be observed in real-time. It is possible to extract the irregular vocal fold oscillations from the high-speed recordings using appropriate image processing techniques. An inversion procedure is developed which adjusts the parameters of a biomechanical model of the vocal folds to reproduce the irregular vocal fold oscillations. Within the inversion procedure a first parameter approximation is achieved through a knowledge-based algorithm. The final parameter optimization is performed using a genetic algorithm. The performance of the inversion procedure is evaluated using 430 synthetically generated data sets. The evaluation results comprise an error estimation of the inversion procedure and show the reliability of the algorithm. The inversion procedure is applied to 15 healthy voice subjects and 15 subjects suffering from unilateral vocal fold paralysis. The optimized parameter sets allow a classification of pathologic and healthy vocal fold oscillations. The classification may serve as a basis for therapy selection and quantification of therapy outcome in case of unilateral vocal fold paralysis.